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What Job Does a Book Do?
2
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Archive.org vs. the Library of Congress
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• Tens of billions of 
songs ripped from CD
•1 Billion songs sold
• Software above the 
level of a single device
• Database back end
• Web services-enabled 
(CDDB)
• Songs, not Albums 
• User controlled 
playlists














Demand for products *not* available in traditional 
bricks and mortar stores is potentially as big as for 
those that are [because of limits on shelf space].
-- Chris Anderson, via email
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Does Online Search Drive Discovery?
• Compare sales of physical books versus e-
books
– Sales of physical books, as reported by 
Bookscan
– E-Books – sales of same books, but in e-
book format from Safari
• Questions
– Is there a difference on the long tail?
– If so, how much does it account for?
Physical Books Overview
• Measured by Neilsen Bookscan Top 10,000 
Computer Books report
• POS (Point of Sales) data, which represents 
approximately 70% of US market
– dominated by Barnes and Noble, Borders 
and Amazon.
• For first 6 months of 2005, there were:
– 17,754 distinct SKUs (ISBN’s)
– A book must have had sales of at least one 
unit in the period to be included
– A book must have made its first appearance 
in before 2005 to be counted
Safari Overview
• Safari is an e-Book service
– Library of O’Reilly and Pearson titles, which 
have a combined market share of 46% based 
on unit sales
– Subscription based -- subscribers can select 
a fixed number of books from a large library 
of books.
• Of the 17,754 physical ISBNs sold in the first 
6 months of 2005 
– 2,171 were also available through Safari 
– In this study, a view on Safari occurs when someone 
accesses a page in a book on their bookshelf. 
Methodology Overview
• Rank the 17,754 books by total unit sales 
and divide into blocks of 500 based on range
– Range 1-500 = top 500 books by unit sales
– Range 501-1000 = next 50for next block
• Find the Safari views for the books in each 
block
• Are there any differences?
Total Units Sold vs. Safari Views
Notes
• Unit totals follow power law (Long tail)
• Views appear to follow power law, but begin 
to climb back up at the far end of the long tail
– These are total views, though, so what 
happens when you look at weekly average 
views per title for each block? 
• Outliers removed to avoid skewing data 
Averages
How Big is the Long Tail?
• Need to know where the long tail starts, a 
point we refer to as C
– all books with rank less than C are short 
head, all books with a rank greater than C 
are long tail
• No direct data source to know which books 
are available online only.  A best guess 
estimation:
– Create two groups of titles, those that appear in the in the 
BookScan 3k list (better selling titles) and those that only 
appear in the BookScan 10k list (potential long tail). 
– Find the rank where more titles only appear in the BookScan 
10k list and use that as C*
Cutoff Estimate
• C ~ a rank of 4,500
Conclusion: Shift in Demand Curve
Additional demand from 
the long tail effect
Rough Estimates
• Using 4,500 as a cutoff, we can compute 
rough estimates for long tail effect using 
proportions of unit sales and views
• Long Tail is important part of Safari
– 23% of Safari views
– 6% of physical book sales
Executive Summary
• Our findings confirm that there is demand for 
technical books that are generally 
unavailable offline.  
– In fact, among the top books in our online 
service are books that either out of print, or 
older editions of titles that are no longer 
carried by traditional bookstores.
• The long tail effect online is 2 to 3 times that 
of physical books




• Older titles receive a disproportionate share of page views.  2004/2005 
titles represent 67% of unit sales but only about 40% of page views.  




• 7 major series account for 43% of all titles, 52% of all page views 
in GBS, and 57% of our Bookscan units.
• Reference-oriented series have a disproportionate share of GBS 
views relative to their Bookscan units.
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Key Questions for Authors & 
Publishers
•  Does search help or hurt book sales?
•  Are there differences in access depending 
on the type of book?
•  For reference works, where search 
competes with the book, what opportunities 
are there for significant revenue?
•  How will publishing itself change as it moves 
online?
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Visions of the Future
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1. Users Add Value
55
2. The Perpetual Beta
When devices and programs are connected to 
the internet, applications are no longer 




3.  Software Above the Level of a 
Single Device
The PC is no longer the only access device 
for internet applications, and applications 
that are limited to a single device are less 
valuable than those that are connected.
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4.  Data is the Next “Intel Inside”
Applications are increasingly data-driven.  
Therefore:  Owning a unique, hard-to-recreate 
source of data may lead to an Intel-style 
single-source competitive advantage.
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Two Types of Platform
• One Ring to Rule Them All
• Small Pieces Loosely Joined
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A Web Services-Based Help System
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Event to Content Correlation
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 “I’m an inventor.  
I became interested in 
long term trends because 
an invention has to make 
sense in the world in 
which it is finished, not 
the world in which it is 
started.”                     
-Ray Kurzweil
For More Information
• http://www.oreillynet.com/go/web2
• http://tim.oreilly.com
• http://radar.oreilly.com
• http://safari.oreilly.com
• http://safariu.oreilly.com
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